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Collected here for the first time is every piece of short fiction from New York Times Bestseller Mira

Grant's acclaimed Newsflesh series, with two new never-before-published novellas and all eight

short works available for the first time in print. We had cured cancer. We had beaten the common

cold. But in doing so we created something new, something terrible that no one could stop. The

infection spread, a man-made virus taking over bodies and minds, filling them with one, unstoppable

command...FEED.Mira Grant creates a chilling portrait of an America paralyzed with fear. No one

leaves their houses and entire swaths of the country have been abandoned. And only the brave, the

determined, or the very stupid, venture out into the wild.
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This collection includes all previous published novellas in Mira Grant's Newsflesh worldCountdown -

The origins of the RisingEverglades - A story set in a California College during the RisingSan Diego

2014: The Last Stand of the California Browncoats - A story of San Diego Comic Con during the

RisingHow Green This Land, How Blue this Sea - A story set after BlackoutThe Day the Dead Came

to Show and Tell - A story set in the time shortly after the Rising, but before FeedPlease Do Not

Taunt the Octopus - A story set after BlackoutAll the Pretty Little Horses (NEW) - Stacy and Michael

Mason's side of the story after the RisingComing to You Live (NEW) - A story involving Shaun and

Georgia after BlackoutI'm very excited to be reading the new novellas. I decided to splurge and buy

this book (instead of waiting for the final 2 novellas to come out as stand alones). The price is a little



steep for 5 previously available stand-alone novellas (the 6th was published in an anthology of

zombie stories), and 2 new ones, but if you don't own the stand-alones separately, the price is

completely worth it!

If you are a fan of Mira Grant's Newsflesh trilogy (FEED, DEADLINE, BLACKOUT) get this book.If

you haven't read Mira Grant's Newsflesh trilogy, you will probably want to hold off on reading this

book until after reading the original trilogy. RISE contains collected short fiction set before and after

the original trilogy, all in the same world, so spoilers abound. You may even want to hold off on

reading reviews for RISE until you read the original trilogy, depending on how you feel about

spoilers.Some of the short fiction has been released before. I still got the collection - not because

I'm a completest, but because it does have new stories AND collects everything in one convenient

volume. The new stories are great, as are the introductions.

Listened to the whole thing in just over two days. A lovely collection of stories with wonderful

narrators. Both of the new Novellas "All the Pretty Horses" and "Coming to you Live" are wonderful

and involve frank discussions of PTSD and coping mechanisms. Which is one of my huge soft

spots. And a large part of the reason that I love the Newsflesh books so much.If you are a fan of

audio books and have loved the previous Newsflesh novellas you won't be disappointing by this

compilation. The narrators are clear spoken and good at their jobs. Despite the multiple narrator

names, each of the stories is read in its entirety by a single narrator. And who narrates which story

swaps out depending whether the main POV character for a story is male of female.While you may

consider the price steep for novellas, please realize that when they are all put together the stories

are almost 25 hours in length. So the price is very understandable, and you will definitely be getting

the bang for your buck.

I have been eagerly awaiting the arrival of Rise: The Complete Newsflesh Collection, ever since I

learned it was in the works too many months ago. I have not been disappointed by it, I have been

blown away. These stories will stir the emotions -- I had to stop reading, more than once, because I

couldn't see through the tears -- and expand on the world of Newsflesh in a utterly satisfying way.

I love this author so much, and while I'm sad to see the series more or less coming to an end, this

was the perfect finish, and cobbled together in one fantastic volume to boot. If you are a fan of the

series at all, this is a must-have, especially as it has all the novellas in one easy-to-read spot.



This is a collection of all of the previously published novellas and stories from the Newsflesh

universe, plus two new ones just for this volume. Previously these were only available in e-book

form.I have cried at least once during every single one of these.

Loved the new stories in the News Flesh series. I had most of these on ebook, but love to have a

real live book in hand. 2 new stories are in this edition to make it worth the purchase. You'll laugh,

you'll cry, you'll feel your flesh crawl.

This is my favorite "Z" series and this collection of short stories, while I've read all of the released

material before, is a great compendium of Newsflesh shorts (and mediums). The extras... well, they

are just gravy! Yummy undead gravy! I also love the intros into each story. Seriously. Get. This.
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